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ABSTRACT

The study of precipitation in different phases is important to understanding the physical processes that

occur in storms, as well as to improving their representation in numerical weather prediction models. A 2D

video disdrometer was deployed about 30 km from a polarimetric weather radar in Norman, Oklahoma,

(KOUN) to observe winter precipitation events during the 2006/07 winter season. These events contained

periods of rain, snow, and mixed-phase precipitation. Five-minute particle size distributions were generated

from the disdrometer data and fitted to a gamma distribution; polarimetric radar variables were also calcu-

lated for comparison with KOUN data. It is found that snow density adjustment improves the comparison

substantially, indicating the importance of accounting for the density variability in representing model

microphysics.

1. Introduction

Winter precipitation can have serious consequences,

but the effects seen are dependent on the type of precip-

itation that reaches the surface. Winter storms such as

freezing rain and heavy snow are responsible for billions

of dollars of damage and can cause significant injury

and death (Martner et al. 1992; Stewart 1992; Cortinas

2000; Cortinas et al. 2004). The processes that determine

precipitation type can be very complex, resulting in liq-

uid, frozen, and partially frozen precipitation (Zerr 1997).

Even ‘‘warm rain’’ processes may result in freezing rain,

increasing the complexity of winter precipitation sce-

narios (Rauber et al. 1994, 2000). An event can have

freezing rain or ice pellets exclusively, periods of each,

or the two may coexist (Stewart 1992); Rauber et al.

(2001) presented a climatological description for such

events in the United States. It is important to understand

the microphysics of winter storms with different types of

precipitation. In general, warm rain events are studied

more thoroughly than winter events (Vivekanandan et al.

1999; Zhang et al. 2006; Henson et al. 2007). Although most

studies using polarimetric radars focus on rain events,
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some analyze winter events. Ibrahim et al. (1998) is one

such work. Brandes et al. (2007) studied the microphysics

of snow in Colorado using a 2D video disdrometer.

Petersen et al. (2007) used a whole suite of ground-, air-,

and space-based instruments to observe a snow event.

Rasmussen et al. (2003), Tokay et al. (2007), and Bringi

et al. (2008) looked into how variations in density affect

the reflectivity factor of dry snow; this issue will be ex-

plored herein for other frozen and partially frozen par-

ticles in addition to dry snow. Although most winter

precipitation studies focus on dry snow, Martner et al.

(1993) included some mixed-phase precipitation but did

not use polarimetric radar observations. Thurai et al.

(2007) used polarimetric radar observations for winter

precipitation not having the mixed phase.

There are also some studies that focus on various winter

precipitation types. Trapp et al. (2001) used a polarimet-

ric radar to observe a winter storm event with snow and

mixed-phase precipitation in Oklahoma. Barthazy et al.

(2001) used polarimetric radar data for detection and

classification of hydrometeor types and then verified the

data with ground-based in situ measurements. Yuter et al.

(2006) used a disdrometer to investigate the physical prop-

erties of rain, mixed-phase precipitation, and wet snow.

Raga et al. (1991) also focused on a winter storm with

multiple types of precipitation using an instrumented

plane to gather data. The instrumented aircraft is a valu-

able source of information—this method of gathering data

is expensive, however, and is impractical to perform fre-

quently over a long period of time or in weather that

is potentially hazardous to the flight (Politovich 1996;

Vivekanandan et al. 2001). In contrast, data collected with

radar and disdrometers eliminate these shortcomings, and

these instruments can obtain vast amounts of data on dif-

ferent precipitation types. For example, during the winter

of 2006/07, data from both the National Severe Storms

Laboratory (NSSL) polarimetric radar in Norman, Okla-

homa, (KOUN) and the University of Oklahoma 2D video

disdrometer (OU 2DVD) contain contributions from

all-liquid, all-frozen, and mixed-phase precipitation. The

dataset allows for a quantitative comparison study to char-

acterize the precipitation physics.

This paper will present the observations of winter pre-

cipitation in central Oklahoma and the precipitation mi-

crophysics that are revealed. In section 2, the dataset

collected by the NSSL KOUN and OU 2DVD is de-

scribed. Methods used to calculate the polarimetric vari-

ables from the disdrometer data are presented in section

3. In section 4, polarimetric radar variables calculated

from the disdrometer data are then compared with radar

measurements to reveal the importance of the density

variability for the observed winter events. A summary dis-

cussion and conclusions are provided in the last section.

2. Dataset

Data used for this study were collected using an S-band

(11-cm wavelength) polarimetric weather radar (KOUN)

and a 2D video disdrometer. The KOUN radar is a pro-

totype dual-polarization Weather Surveillance Radar-1988

Doppler (WSR-88D) maintained and operated by NSSL.

The radar measures reflectivity factor in horizontal po-

larization ZH (or Z), differential reflectivity ZDR, copolar

cross-correlation coefficient rhy, and differential phase

fDP (Doviak and Zrnić 1993), and its data have been used

extensively in hydrometeor classification and rain esti-

mation (Zrnić and Ryzhkov 1999; Straka et al. 2000;

Ryzhkov et al. 2005). The two measurements most im-

portant to this study are ZH and ZDR; these values for

dry snow are usually lower than those for rain (Ryzhkov

and Zrnić 1998).

The OU 2DVD was deployed on the University of

Oklahoma’s Kessler Farm Field Laboratory (KFFL). As

seen in Fig. 1, KFFL is approximately 30 km from KOUN.

At this distance, the disdrometer lies beyond the region of

ground clutter but, with a beamwidth of about 500 m, is

still close enough to the radar to ensure good resolution.

In addition, the Washington site (WASH) of the Oklahoma

Mesonet is also located at KFFL, providing surface obser-

vations of wind and temperature. As shown in Fig. 1, the

OU 2DVD is a low-profile version (Schönhuber et al.

2008)—an updated version of that described by Kruger

and Krajewski (2002). An example of its measurements, in

the form of two images for each particle, is seen in Fig. 2.

The KOUN radar and the 2DVD data were collected

during several precipitation events during the 2006/07

winter. These events had rain, snow, and mixed-phase

precipitation, but most had periods of multiple types. The

radar data were averages of volumes with 3 3 3 grid res-

olution measured at 0.58 above horizontal (i.e., 260 m

above the KFFL ground level). The OU 2DVD data

were available for all events, resulting in 7752 particle

size distributions (PSDs) with 1-min resolution. To in-

crease the number of particles for a PSD, particularly

during periods of snow, these were condensed into 5-min

PSDs, the same as that of Brandes et al. (2007).

There were four events over six days for which both

radar and disdrometer data were collected: 30 November

2006, 12–14 January 2007, 27 January 2007, and 15 Feb-

ruary 2007. The first three events contained transitions

from liquid precipitation to frozen precipitation, and

only snow fell during the 15 February event. The days

most closely examined in this paper are 30 November

2006 and 27 January 2007. The precipitation associated

with the 30 November event began with convection

along a cold front and continued with stratiform pre-

cipitation. The early precipitation was primarily rain,
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which eventually made a transition into mixed-phase

precipitation, which gave way to a period of snow

(Scharfenberg et al. 2007). Typical particles measured

by the 2DVD demonstrate this transition from raindrop

(Fig. 2a) to ice pellet (Fig. 2b) and snowflakes (Figs. 2c,d).

Figure 3 shows two rawinsonde-observation soundings

and a Rapid Update Cycle (RUC) analysis sounding for

Norman that correspond to the periods of different

precipitation. The 0000 UTC 30 November soundings,

during a time of freezing rain, show subfreezing temper-

atures at the surface under a strong inversion and warm

layer. A considerably shallower warm nose exists at

FIG. 1. A representative plan position indicator from KOUN showing the locations of the radar

(KOUN) and Kessler Farm (KFFL), and also showing an inset image of the OU 2DVD.

FIG. 2. Typical images of particles from the OU 2DVD. Front and side profiles of a particle are shown in red and blue, respectively:

(a) a raindrop recorded at 0241 UTC, (b) an ice pellet from 1302 UTC, and (c),(d) snowflakes at 2218 UTC.
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1200 UTC and corresponds to a transitional period of

mixed-phase precipitation. The 0000 UTC RUC analysis

for 1 December shows a column completely below

freezing and corresponds to the period of snow later in

the event. The precipitation on 27 January was also as-

sociated with the passage of a cold front. The initial

precipitation fell as rain. Afterward, there was a break in

precipitation, and then a second swath of precipitation

fell as snow. The period of snow is interesting in that the

surface temperature was still above freezing and satura-

tion was reached, but this warm layer at the surface was

not sufficiently warm or deep enough to melt the snow

completely. Mesonet data show that the surface tem-

perature at the Washington station is lower than ear-

lier—very near freezing, showing little opportunity for

melting. More analysis over the precipitation periods is

presented in section 4.

3. Method

a. Calculation of radar variables

Using the data collected by the disdrometer, it is pos-

sible to model polarimetric radar variables for compar-

ison with radar data. For horizontally and vertically

polarized waves, the radar reflectivity factor can be cal-

culated as (Zhang et al. 2001)

Zh,y
5

4l4

p4jKwj
2

ð
j fh,y

(D)j2N(D) dD, (1)

where l is the radar wavelength; Kw 5 («w 2 1)/(«w 1 2),

with «w being the relative dielectric constant of water;

fh,y, are the backscattering amplitudes of hydrometeors

for horizontally and vertically polarized waves, respec-

tively; and N(D) is the PSD. For rain, the scattering am-

plitudes are found using the T-matrix scattering method.

For snow, assuming that the particles are oblate spheroids

within a Rayleigh regime, the scattering amplitudes can be

determined using the following equation (Ishimaru 1991):

fh,y
5

p2D3

6l2

« 2 1

11Lh,y
(« 2 1)

. (2)

Here, D is the equivolume sphere diameter, Lh,y is a

shape parameter, and « is the relative dielectric constant

of the particle. Further, Lh,y are defined as

L
y

5
c2

11c2

�
12

arctanc

c

�
, where c 5 [(a/b)2

2 1]1/2,

and (3)

Lh 5
1 2 L

y

2
, (4)

where a is the semimajor axis of the particle and b is the

semiminor axis. The axis ratio b/a is fixed at 0.7 for

frozen particles. The PSD measured by the disdrometer

is also separated into PSDs that are treated as rain and as

snow, in a manner similar to that of Yuter et al. (2006).

The dielectric constant « of the hydrometeor depends on

the particle’s composition. If it is water, then « 5 «w, the

dielectric constant of water. If the particle is dry snow,

the following Maxwell-Garnett mixing formula is used

(Ishimaru 1991):

« 5 «s 5
1 1 2f

y
y

1 2 f
y
y

. (5)

FIG. 3. Atmospheric soundings for Norman corresponding to the three precipitation types for the 30 Nov 2006 event from rawinsonde

observations and RUC analysis at (a) 0000 UTC 30 Nov, (b) 1200 UTC on the same day, and (c) 0000 UTC 1 Dec (no radiosonde was

launched at this time).
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Here, «s is the dielectric constant of dry snow, fy is

a fractional volume: rs /ri (where rs is the density of snow

and ri is the density of solid ice). Also, y 5 («i 2 1)/(«i 1

2), where «i is the dielectric constant of ice. The dielectric

constants are calculated at 08C for the 11-cm wavelength,

yielding «w 5 (80.7, 23.9) and «i 5 (3.17, 0.0039). The

density of snow, as proposed by Brandes et al. (2007), is

rs 5 0:178D20:922, (6)

where the diameter D is in millimeters and rs is in grams

per centimeter cubed. Equation (6) is very similar to the

rs 5 0.17D21 found earlier by Holroyd (1971).

From these reflectivity factors expressed by (1), we

can compute the 2DVD-derived Z 5 10 log10(Zh) in

reflectivity decibels and differential reflectivity ZDR 5

10 log10(Zh/Zy). These modeled data can be compared

with the Z and ZDR measurements from KOUN, aver-

aged over nine resolution volumes arranged in a 3 3 3

grid above KFFL.

b. Density adjustment

It is noted that (6) is a statistical relation derived from

disdrometer and gauge measurements of Colorado win-

ter storms. While looking at the disdrometer data col-

lected in Oklahoma, it became apparent that the density

relation in (6) may not best describe the density of the

snowfall during these events. Several factors could affect

the density of frozen precipitation that cannot be de-

scribed by one simple size–density relation. There are

both in-cloud processes that affect the formation and

growth of snowflakes and subcloud processes that affect

the flake during its descent to the ground (Roebber et al.

2003). Figure 4 shows a plot of measured fall velocities

on 30 November 2006. Also plotted is the empirically

derived fall speed of raindrops (Brandes et al. 2002), and

the lower curve is the empirically derived terminal ve-

locity for snow particles (Brandes et al. 2007).

The curve plotted in the middle is used to separate the

liquid and ice phases. Of primary interest are the plotted

asterisks that signify particles in the snow portion of the

event; most of the snow velocities measured in Okla-

homa are larger than the predicted fall velocity using the

Brandes density relation determined from the Colorado

data. Hence, the density of these particles should be

greater than that predicted by the fixed relation in (6).

Ways to improve the calculation of the dielectric constant

were considered. Given that water is present in mixed-

phase and wet snow particles, a Maxwell-Garnet mixture

of water and snow could be used to create a more realistic

dielectric constant. This approach requires knowledge of

the amount of water present in a particle, however, which

could not be directly measured by the radar or dis-

drometer. Thus, any mixture would have to be arbitrarily

defined. To create a more realistic value of density, a ter-

minal velocity–based modification to the density value

was derived from the equation for terminal fall velocity

[Pruppacher and Klett 1997, Eq. (10-138)]. The value for rs

from (6) is recast as a baseline density rb, the measured

velocity is represented by ym, and we use a baseline

velocity ybs to create an estimate of rs to replace (6):

rs 5 arb, (7a)

where

a 5

�
ym

ybs

�2raO

raC

. (7b)

Here, a is the adjustment, similar to the variable frim used

in Ryzhkov et al. (2008). The terminology is changed

slightly for generality. Although riming is frequently

a significant factor in the variability of density for frozen

precipitation, this adjustment is being used to estimate

density variability for all factors rather than for one alone.

Air densities (raC and raO) are estimated from the pres-

sures at 1742 m MSL for Marshall Station, Colorado, and

344 m MSL for the Washington mesonet site on the

KFFL in Oklahoma, respectively.

FIG. 4. Plot of fall velocity (m s21) vs diameter (mm) on 30 Nov

2006. Data from the freezing-rain period (0000–0800 UTC) are

denoted by circles (green), data from the mixed-phase period

(0800–1600 UTC) are denoted by times signs (purple), and data

from the frozen-precipitation period (1600–0000 UTC) are de-

noted with an asterisk (blue). Also plotted are a fourth-degree

polynomial approximation of raindrop terminal fall speed, a

power-law relation for the terminal fall speed of snow, and the

velocity function used to separate the rain and snow PSDs.
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Because the particles in the snow PSD are treated as

frozen, the density is capped at 0.92 g cm23. Figure 5

shows the adjusted densities as a function of particle size

for the 30 November event. Results for these events

were recalculated using (6) and (7) to determine how the

calculated polarimetric radar variables were affected by

this density adjustment.

4. Case studies

Using the 2DVD data, it was possible to compare

reflectivity and differential reflectivity with those mea-

sured by KOUN and to study precipitation microphysics

properties. Polarimetric variables were calculated from

the disdrometer data using both the fixed density rela-

tionship, and the velocity-adjusted density relationship to

see the impact of density variability.

a. 30 November 2006 event

Figure 6 shows the radar variables and the physical

conditions for the event. As noted earlier, this event be-

gan with rain, mostly stratiform but with some convective

cells, which continued through about 0800 UTC. A rain-

drop recorded at 0241 UTC is shown in Fig. 2a. A tran-

sitional period with mixed-phase precipitation becoming

ice pellets then continued through about 1600 UTC, as

confirmed by the 2DVD measurement of an ice pellet at

1302 UTC as shown in Fig. 2b. The rest of the day had

primarily snow, as indicated by Figs. 2c and 2d for two

snowflakes measured at 2218 UTC. The measured rain

DSDs and snow PSDs are shown in Fig. 6c. Winds mea-

sured at the Washington mesonet site were in the vicinity

of 7 m s21 all day (Fig. 6d), and surface temperature

changed from about 228C for the rain period to below

258C for the late period of snow (Fig. 6e), consistent

with the phase change for the precipitating particles

observed by the 2DVD.

Figures 6a and 6b show the comparison of reflectivity

factor and differential reflectivity measured by KOUN

and deduced from 2DVD measurements. The radar mea-

surements are shown in solid blue, the calculations for the

fixed snow density [(6)] are shown in red, and those for the

density-adjusted snow [(7)] are shown in green. Early in

the period, through about 0400 UTC, there is a generally

good comparison between Z (dBZ) and ZDR (dB) mea-

sured by KOUN and calculated from 2DVD data, even

without the density adjustment. Just after 0400 UTC, there

is a strange disconnect between the disdrometer and radar

measurements. Given the otherwise good agreement be-

tween the two throughout the rain period except for this

short stretch, there may have been an issue with the radar

measurements. Also possible is that the rain measured by

the disdrometer was part of a localized maximum in rain

and was partially or completely lost in the averaging of

the KOUN resolution volumes. After this short discon-

nect, the comparisons for both Z and ZDR are again very

good through the rest of the rain period—considering

the seven orders of difference in the resolution volumes.

As the event makes a transition from rain to the mixed

phase, we begin to see differences between the KOUN

measurements and 2DVD calculations. Without the den-

sity adjustment, there can be significant differences—up to

15 dB for reflectivity. The underestimations by 2DVD

data appeared to grow larger as the proportion of frozen

precipitation increased. This is not a surprise because

any portion of the PSD classified as frozen was treated as

dry snow in this scheme, though the portion may have

contained some fraction of liquid water or ice pellets,

which would have larger dielectric constants and stron-

ger radar returns than the modeled dry snowflakes for the

same size of particles. There are also differences between

KOUN and the disdrometer for ZDR. When Z is under-

estimated by the disdrometer, so is ZDR. When there is

a higher concentration of frozen particles, calculated Z

and ZDR are both biased toward values that are too low.

Excluding the rain period (0000–1100 UTC), the mean

Z and ZDR biases are calculated as 212.04 and 20.22 dB,

for the transition and snow periods (1100–0000 UTC),

respectively, which values are possibly due to the under-

estimation of particle density with the fixed relation in

(6). Using the velocity-adjusted density [(7)], the reflec-

tivity and differential reflectivity are recalculated and are

shown in green in Figs. 6a and 6b. For the snow period,

the biases for Z and ZDR are reduced significantly, to

24.85 and 20.062 dB, respectively—less than a one-half

of those without density adjustment. The comparisons of

Z and ZDR are also shown in 1:1 scatterplots in Fig. 7. The

FIG. 5. Velocity-adjusted density vs diameter for 30 Nov 2006. Also

plotted is the baseline density, from Brandes et al. (2007).
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upper row of plots are those without density adjustment,

and the lower row of plots are with density adjustment.

The correlation coefficients are not improved much, but

the data points align with the 1:1 line much better.

Throughout the entire event, many of the differences

between the disdrometer calculations and the KOUN

measurements have been eliminated with the density

adjustment. The early rain period before 0400 UTC is

very good, save for the time of the largest differences,

which have still been improved some. The disconnect

seen after 0400 UTC is still present and is largely un-

changed, suggesting that there was indeed an issue with

the KOUN data. Thereafter, the comparisons were very

good through the rest of the rain period, however. KOUN

and disdrometer ZDR were close during the rain period,

before and after using the velocity-adjusted density.

The improvements made in the disdrometer calcula-

tions may have been modest during the rain period, but

it is during the mixed-phase and snow periods that they

become more significant. The reflectivities for the dis-

drometer and KOUN are usually very close. Although

there are still a few high peaks in ZDR from the dis-

drometer, it matches with KOUN much better than using

the fixed density relation. The early transition to snow is

still somewhat rough—Z and ZDR calculated from the

disdrometer data are both noisy and sometimes contain

more variations than in the previous scheme. Whereas the

previous calculations were all lower than the KOUN

FIG. 6. Comparison of (a) Z and (b) ZDR between KOUN measurements and 2DVD cal-

culations with and without density adjustment for the 30 Nov 2006 event. (c) Measured DSDs

and PSDs, (d) wind speed and gusts measured at WASH, (e) surface temperature measure-

ments at WASH, and (f) derived volume-weighted density.
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measurements, however, the new calculations tend to be

closer to the KOUN measurements. As indicated by the

reduction in the calculated biases, the most dramatic

improvement came at the end of the event for the snow

period. Much of the extreme difference in the reflectivity

comparison has been eliminated, although some differ-

ence continues to exist. The ZDR calculations and radar

measurements are now very close.

The change from using the fixed density relation to

one that is velocity adjusted highlights the importance of

the variability of hydrometeor density to their scattering

properties. Rasmussen et al. (2003), Tokay et al. (2007),

and Bringi et al. (2008) noted a similar effect on reflec-

tivity in dry snow data. The results from this study appear

to confirm their findings and show that density variability

is important in modeling not only reflectivity but also

differential reflectivity. Wet snow and mixed-phase precip-

itation, in addition to dry snow, experience effects from

density variability. Comparisons of the volume-weighted

density (Fig. 6f) with the temperature (Fig. 6d) measured

at the Washington mesonet site also provide a connection

with recent work by Brandes et al. (2008) and Jung and

Zawadzki (2008). Both found that the terminal fall ve-

locity of snow increased with temperature, implying a

higher density.

Although the radar–disdrometer comparison is im-

proved significantly with the density adjustment, some

differences still remain. A number of sources could ex-

plain the differences. These include sampling-volume dif-

ference, wind effects, and measurement errors. The KOUN

resolution volume over the disdrometer is approximately

5 3 107 m3 and is much larger than the sampling volume

of the 2DVD (about 5 m3). The precipitation measured

by KOUN and that measured by the disdrometer could

be different. Although wind advection effects studied by

Barthazy et al. (2001) and Rasmussen et al. (2003) could

be small for this dataset because the radar beam center is

only 260 m above the disdrometer, wind effects on the

2DVD measurements could be significant as a result of

altering the airflow and causing undercatching (Nešpor

FIG. 7. Scatterplots of 2DVD-calculated Z and ZDR with and without density adjustment vs KOUN measurements

for the 30 Nov 2006 event: (a) Z without density adjustment, (b) ZDR without density adjustment, (c) Z with density

adjustment, and (d) ZDR with density adjustment.
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et al. (2000). Another issue may arise from uncertainty in

the measurements. Drop mismatching and multiple drops

positioned such that they appear as one particle to the

disdrometer could result in errors (Thurai and Bringi

2005). Radar measurements themselves have errors: ;1–

2 dB for Z and ;0.2 dB for ZDR. Doubling these num-

bers would be possible for the comparison. Because of

these factors, it may be unrealistic to expect a perfect

match between the radar measurements and disdrometer

calculations.

b. 27 January 2007 event

Figure 8 shows the results for the 27 January event.

This event was unique in that it had no mixed-phase

precipitation. There was one period of rain, followed by

a break in precipitation and then a period of snow. In

contrast to the other event, the warmest air on this day

was in a shallow layer near the surface. As a result, when

snow fell, it began as wet snow and then gradually be-

came dry snow as the warm layer cooled and the surface

temperature approached 08C. The Z and ZDR compar-

isons appear to confirm this scenario. Without density

adjustment, the comparison between KOUN and the

disdrometer worsens as the snow begins at 1730 UTC,

with the disdrometer calculations of Z and ZDR being

lower than the corresponding KOUN measurements.

As the snow becomes more like dry snow beginning at

1830 UTC, Z and ZDR match more closely.

When the adjusted density relation in (7) is used, the

overall agreement between Z and ZDR calculations and

the radar measurements is good. As shown in Table 1,

the mean Z and ZDR biases reduce to (0.60, 0.034) from

FIG. 8. As in Fig. 6, but for 27 Jan 2007.
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(26.37, 20.057) for the situation without the density

adjustment. The correlations between the disdrometer

results and radar measurements are shown in Fig. 9 and

indicate an improved comparison. Although the improve-

ment does not appear in the correlation coefficients, this

result may not be representative because there are only

54 data points for the statistical calculation.

Even with the improvement, there is still a difference

between the two reflectivities in the middle of the snowfall.

It seems to correspond to the lowest ZDR and the lowest

surface temperatures. The volume-weighted density ap-

pears to approach its minimum here. In looking at the

PSD shown in Fig. 8c, the particle concentration across

the range of diameters is seen to be lower here than at

both the beginning and end of the snowfall. There are no

large snowflakes, and there are definitely fewer medium-

sized snowflakes. Even the number of smaller particles

appears to be slightly lower than the surrounding PSDs.

This difference also apparently corresponds to a short

but noticeable increase in sustained winds and wind

TABLE 1. Comparison of radar variables between disdrometer and radar measurements.

1100 UTC 30 Nov–0000 UTC

1 Dec 2006

1600 UTC 27 Jan–0000 UTC

28 Jan 2007

0000–8000 UTC

15 Feb 2007

Variables

No density

adjustment

With density

adjustment

No density

adjustment

With density

adjustment

No density

adjustment

With density

adjustment

hZ(D)i (dBZ) 10.47 17.26 16.53 22.30 0.14 2.47

hZ(D)
DRi (dB) 0.653 0.741 0.483 0.574 0.624 0.672

hZ(D) 2 Z(R)i (dB) 211.64 24.85 26.37 20.60 28.01 25.68

hZ(D)
DR 2 Z

(R)
DRi (dB) 20.149 20.062 20.057 0.034 20.066 0.018

FIG. 9. As in Fig. 7, but for 27 Jan 2007.
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gusts. It is possible that these winds blew away the

largest particles and therefore they were simply not re-

corded. There were stronger winds as the snow began,

but the density of these wet particles was considerably

higher and would not be affected as much by the winds.

c. Other events from the 2006/07 winter

There were two other events during the 2006/07 win-

ter that were observed by both the OU 2DVD and

KOUN but are not discussed in depth in this paper. The

period of 12–14 January 2007 was another event that

featured a transition from rain in the wake of a passing

cold front. Unlike other events, however, the rain shifted

only to a period of mixed-phase precipitation at Kessler

Farm. Scharfenberg et al. (2007) noted that there was

a short period of light snow near KOUN, but this was not

observed at Kessler Farm. As a result, many of the dis-

tributions measured by the OU 2DVD were very similar to

rain in character, and the contributions of frozen scatterers

were small. Because of this, there were only modest alter-

ations to the calculation of Z and ZDR, which are already

similar to the values measured by KOUN.

The 15 January event, unlike the other winter precip-

itation events, was composed entirely of dry snow. This

led to a similar situation as in the 12–14 January event.

In this case, however, the frozen precipitation is gener-

ally described very well by the Brandes relation, and so

incorporation of the density adjustment helps little. The

mean biases for Z and ZDR are (28.01, 0.066) without

density adjustment and (25.68, 0018) with density ad-

justment. Early in the period, there are small variations

in density that result in some modest improvement in

the calculations of polarimetric variables, particularly

during the heaviest snow. The snow was frequently so

light during this event, however, that concerns about the

data quality from KOUN arose for later portions of

the event when reflectivity was less than 0 dBZ, limit-

ing the improvement of the comparison.

5. Conclusions and discussion

Observations of several winter precipitation events

were made during 2006/07 by the polarimetric KOUN

radar and a 2D video disdrometer deployed at the Kessler

Farm Field Laboratory. The disdrometer data were used

to calculate radar variables Z and ZDR, which were then

compared with KOUN data. Without density adjustment,

the initial comparisons between the two datasets for the

events showed that, although the general patterns matched

throughout an event, there is not good agreement. It

was also found that the scattering amplitudes of frozen

precipitation could be calculated more accurately using

a variable density adjustment factor, which is determined

from the fall velocities measured by the disdrometer. Af-

ter recalculation of the radar variables from disdrometer

data, much better agreement was found with KOUN data

in most cases. The improvements were greatest when pre-

cipitation was not dominated by rain or dry snow, making it

clear that variability in density has a very important role

in modeling the scattering properties of winter hydrome-

teors of all types. The improved agreement for Z and ZDR

between the OU 2DVD and KOUN shows that it is pos-

sible to attempt a microphysics retrieval from the KOUN

data not just for rain but for other winter hydrometeors

as well.

It is not surprising to see the variation of the compari-

sons because snow particle density for each storm can

differ from the mean relation used for calculations. Exact

agreements between the radar and disdrometer should not

be expected because of differences in resolution volumes,

wind effects, and measurement errors, as well as the change

in particle density from storm to storm and from time to

time. Further improvements may be made to the calcula-

tions for graupel, however. Following Yuter et al. (2006)

and creating a graupel category, as well as adjusting the

density from a new baseline graupel density, could result

in improved density estimation for that type of precip-

itation. It may also help to adjust near-rain precipitation

that should have their scattering amplitudes modified but

currently do not. Also, reintroducing a water–ice mixture

for partially frozen precipitation could make both the rain

and snow PSD categories more realistic. It would be nec-

essary to find a way to deduce the amount of water present

from the disdrometer data to accomplish this task, how-

ever. Adopting a variable function for the axis ratio would

help the axis ratio situation while keeping the relative

computational efficiency of using binned disdrometer data.
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